
Financial Planning 

How do we get where we want to go?  When we travel, and we have never 

taken the trip before, we probably use a map.  We should do the same thing 

with our finances.  Financial plans create a map to where we want to go.     

Goals are things we want to accomplish.  We make financial plans to reach 

financial goals.  This may include financing & graduating from college, owning 

& operating a car, getting an apartment, buying a new smartphone or 

computer, raising a family, buying a home, or starting our own business. 

Attitudes, values, and beliefs guide us.  They don’t tell us what we need, but 

they define what we want.  Let’s look at these terms, but let’s begin in reverse 

order:  beliefs, values, and attitudes: 

A belief is an internal feeling that something is true, even though that belief 

may be unproven or irrational. For example, I could believe that walking 

under a ladder brings bad luck, or I can believe in good-luck charms.  

THERE IS MORE! 

Values are principles, standards or qualities that we hold in high regard. 

Values guide us.  A value is what we hold dear, those things and qualities 

which we consider important.  Many value family, friends, and community. 

An attitude is the way a person expresses or applies their beliefs and values.  

The attitudes we hold show.  They are expressed through our words and 

actions.  Attitudes, how our values and beliefs are on display for everyone to 

see, can be positive or negative.  Which one do you think will be most-helpful 

in setting and achieving financial goals? 

If we use a process to make decisions, they become easier to manage.  You 

probably do this already – but maybe you have not though it through 

formally.  The decision process is: 

1. Evaluate where things are today.  What is the current situation? 

2. Given our attitudes, values, and beliefs, what is our goal?  What do 

we want to achieve? 

3. What options let us get there? How many different ways can reach 

success? 

4. What can we expect to happen with each option we could choose?  

Evaluate your choices 

5. Based on your evaluation of choices, create and use a plan for 

action based on your “best” choice. 

6. We’re not done!  Our decision process needs to include reflections 

and review.  We need to ask, “Is our plan working?”  If so – keep 

doin’ what works.  If not, it’s time to revisit the process, beginning 
with step one:  Where are things today? (REMAINDER OF VID) 


